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Abbreviated abstract: MLB teams are utilizing the defensive shift more often than ever before, which
begs the questions: (a) When should MLB hitters bunt, as opposed to swing away, versus the shift? and
(b) How much of an advantage can be obtained by bunting when it is the superior strategy? This project
addresses these questions by determining the expected runs generated from bunting and swinging
away for individual players in varying base-out states using a Run Expectancy Matrix and player-specific
hitting data. The results vary by individual player, but generally show that bunting is almost always
favorable with no outs and almost never favorable with two outs. When favorable, bunting can generate
substantial increases in expected run production relative to swinging away: for example, the mean
increase is 14.3% with no outs and a runner on first for 2019’s top-10 most shifted left-handed hitters.

Related publications:
– Sports Info Solutions, What We Can Learn From Rougned Odor’s Bunts Against the Shift (2019)
– Jeff Sullivan, More About Bunting and Beating the Shift (2014)
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Problem, Data, Challenges
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EDA dataset of the top-10 most shifted RHH and LHH from 2019
(Baseball Savant/Baseball Reference)

Many MLB players now face shifts for a very significant portion of their at-bats
(see chart below). By calculating expected runs (xRuns) for bunting versus the shift 
and for swinging away, we can determine which strategy is superior for every 
base-out situation, and furthermore, by platoon split for every individual MLB hitter.

Challenges
• With a runner on 3rd, defenses will often go away from the shift

• For this project, I disregarded base-out situations involving a runner on 3rd
• Individual hitter bunting sample sizes are very small, especially after isolating for 

bunts versus the shift
• To combat this, I created the “league average bunter versus the shift”

An example of a defensive pull-side shift versus Dodgers 1B Max Muncy, 
with directional ball-in-play probabilities (MLB/ Statcast)

The right idea, but it’s not that simple (Russell A. Carleton on Twitter)
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Methodology

Run Expectancy Matrix for the league average offense for each of the 24 base-
out states (FanGraphs)
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Phillies OF Bryce Harper’s 2019 Platoon Splits 
(Baseball Reference)

Prob. of reaching base safely ≈ 50.7%

R code calculating expected runs swinging away given a RHP and the bases empty with no outs 

General prob. of bunt in-play: 49.6%, 
Prob. of safe given bunt in-play vs shift: 58.1%

Probability tree for the “League Average Bunter vs. Shift”

Expected Runs Swinging = ((Player BB% + HBP% + 1b%) * xRuns(1)) + (Player 2b% * xRuns(2)) + 
(Player 3b% * xRuns(3)) + (Player HR% * (1 + xRuns(0))) + (1 - Player OBP * xRuns(0 + 1 OUT))
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Results and Conclusions
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Next Steps:
– Account for other variables, including live count, pitcher ability, on-deck and in-the-hole hitter ability, team win probability, probability
of runner(s) on-base advancing extra bases over expected, other ball-in-play outcomes (e.g., GIDP, errors, sac flies), etc.
– Having more data on individual hitter bunting abilities would also be helpful.

SPOTLIGHT:
Phillies OF Bryce Harper vs LHP

With 2 outs, swing 
away is superior for

almost all players

With no outs, bunting
is superior for almost 

all players


